
MOVEMENT

Japanese solar three-hands 

movement with date

FEATURES

Date at 3 o’clock

 

CASE

Ø 43mm LLB case 

with fixed top ring

STRAP

Fabric or silicone 

WATER RESISTANT

50m / 165ft

SNAP DOWN CASE BACK

SNAP CROWN

LUMINOUS

Hands and indexes with luminous

Three straps are available, creating strong, bold 
combinations: total black with an amaranth side strip and 
N83 logo and two vertical lines in white, and two in blue with 
a pale blue band down the side. Nautical sport enthusiasts 
will be enraptured by the model with a silicone strap available 
in blue, black and orange, with an embossed white N83 logo. 
The flags act as indices, recalling one of the elements that 
has distinguished the brand since 1983. Yet the nautical 
inspiration does not stop here. It withstands depths of up to 
50 metres, and the compass points are found on the fixed 
bezel. Two spirits in just one watch, designed to accompany 
you on your sailing exploits or on your surfboard. 

COCOA BEACH COLLECTION

If you are looking for a watch that will become a trusty 
companion on your adventures, Cocoa Beach is the right 
model for you. Bold, vibrant hues, sporting silhouettes and 
classy detailing. The real novelty is the solar movement, 
with a duration of up to two months, in all six watches. The 
beating heart behind the Cocoa Beach is the solar cell set 
beneath the dial. It has been designed to convert any kind 
of light into energy and store it in a secondary battery. The 
watch comes with two straps, one in canvas for those with a 
keen eye for trends and one in silicone for people who have 
made sport a way of life. For the canvas version, the dial 
is available in navy blue and black. It features the classic 
contrasting indices that also light up in the dark, a calendar 
at 3 o’clock and a fixed top bezel. 

NAPCBS901

$ 115

NAPCBS902

$ 115

NAPCBS907

$ 115

NAPCBS903

$ 115

NAPCBS908

$ 115

NAPCBS904

$ 115


